Mercury: Empowering Programmers’ Mobile Work Practices with Microproductivity
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ABSTRACT
There has been considerable research on how software can enhance programmers’ productivity within their workspace. In this paper, we instead explore how software might help programmers make productive use of their time while away from their workspace. We interviewed 10 software engineers and surveyed 78 others and found that while programmers often do work while mobile, their existing mobile work practices are primarily exploratory (e.g., capturing thoughts or performing online research). In contrast, they want to be doing work that is more grounded in their existing code (e.g., code review or bug triage). Based on these findings, we introduce Mercury, a system that guides programmers in making progress on-the-go with auto-generated microtasks derived from their source code’s current state. A study of Mercury with 20 programmers revealed that they could make meaningful progress with Mercury while mobile with little effort or attention. Our findings suggest an opportunity exists to support the continuation of programming tasks across devices and help programmers resume coding upon returning to their workspace.
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CCS Concepts
•Software and its engineering → Integrated and visual development environments; •Human-centered computing → Mobile computing; Usability testing; Laboratory experiments;

INTRODUCTION
There are millions of professional programmers, and their numbers are growing significantly faster than previously predicted [11]. However, programmers are not able to fully take advantage of the added opportunities and flexibility that mobile devices offer in getting things done, due to the challenge of working across devices. From large desktops to small wearables, information workers today often use multiple devices to accomplish their work in the most productive way possible [24, 51, 43, 23], but programming presents a unique set of obstacles, such as the reliance on personalized development environments most suited for large workspaces [22], or on tasks not suitable for limited attention scenarios.

In this paper, we explore how to facilitate programmers’ mobile work practices. We conducted two pre-studies to understand how programmers currently use their mobile devices for work: a contextual inquiry with 10 software engineers, and a large-scale online survey with 78 software engineers. We find our participants already perform a myriad of programming-related tasks while mobile, many of them exploratory (e.g., related to capturing thoughts or conducting online research). However, they also expressed a desire to perform more mobile tasks that are grounded in existing code (e.g., conducting code
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Figure 1: Mercury allows programmers to continue their work on-the-go. (1) When a user leaves their workstation, Mercury generates microtasks from their code, (2) then serves the tasks to their mobile device. These tasks are brief and require little attention. (3) Finally, Mercury integrates the user’s microtask responses into the their workstation’s source files.
Multi-Device Use in Information Work

Increasingly, the human factors literature is examining how information workers use multiple devices to support their work [24, 16]. Karlson et al. [26] found that information workers’ mobile work patterns are heavily centered around time. This research has identified a number of barriers to performing mobile work, including the poor usability of mobile web browsers [25] and issues related to resuming tasks across workstations and mobile devices [27]. Certain work tasks appear to be more appropriate for mobile interfaces than others [3, 46]. Information workers often defer engaging with a task based on the device that is available [15, 27]. However, information workers want the ability to continue tasks across devices as they otherwise have to manually transmit data between devices [24, 51]. Research has committed to understanding continuation by studying the design [17], development [45], or evaluation [9, 42, 41] of systems that support it in practice.

Prior research has examined multi-device programming in mobile contexts. Tillman et al. [56, 57] introduced TouchDevelop, a mobile programming environment powered only by touchscreen interactions on the phone. Nguyen et al. [44] explored a similar approach for on-phone debugging. More recently, Husmann et al. [22] examined pathways for supporting developers’ multi-device use in stationary “ad hoc scenarios”, e.g., while at a cafe. Our work complements this prior research by focusing specifically on mobile contexts in which the user may have limited attention or brief moments of downtime.

Microproductivity and Microtasks

Microproductivity, where smaller parts of a large task are completed through Microtasks, has recently emerged as a strategy for increasing the breadth of information work that can be conducted on mobile devices. Microtasks, defined as smaller tasks decomposed from a larger task into more manageable and meaningful units, present opportunities for getting useful work done in short bursts of time that is generally considered unusable [54]. Research has demonstrated the utility of microtasks by comparing them to their macrotask counterparts, showing microtasks are more resilient to interruptions [8], yield higher quality work [8], can be used to scaffold the cognitive process of maintaining and rebuilding context for complex tasks [7, 28, 50] and make tasks more engaging [19]. Prior work has explored how microtasking can improve the writing process in groups [54], from devices with small screens [43], and for individuals working on their own edits in short bursts of time [23]. Microtasks have also been used to orchestrate teams of actors for specific purposes, such as peer production [60] or scheduling meetings [12], and have been used to systematically perform taxonomy creation [10], for copy-editing [4] and to capture local knowledge [59]. Designing experiences for these scenarios has been explored [30].

Research has shown that programming can benefit from microproductivity-like practices through the lens of crowdsourcing [37], where software development tasks are decomposed into decontextualized units such as: reviewing, testing, and debugging [33, 36]. Work has shown that proper coordination of crowdwork can overcome traditional knowledge sharing challenges in software teams [34]. The literature, however, has yet to bridge the gap between crowdsourced programming, and on-the-go work for individuals. More specifically, there exists little research on how individuals can continue their own software development work across multiple devices and across different attentional states. Unlike prior crowd-powered programming systems, the tool presented here is a self-sourcing [55] tool that allows programmers to source microtasks to themselves while away from their workstation (i.e. based on their own source code). Building on prior microtask definitions, we introduce new programming microtasks designed specifically for the programming context. Speaking to its novelty, our tool enables a new mobile work practice, allowing programmers to continue their work in a low-effort fashion.

Task Resumption

Finally, as noted in the introduction, we interviewed developers and learned that their existing mobile practices were often intended to support task resumption. Past research has shown that task resumption is a general challenge for many information workers, and that a task’s difficulty can double...
after resuming from an interruption [13]. Task resumption is especially challenging for software developers. In a study across multiple large software companies, Solingen et al. [61] observed developers typically required upward of 15 minutes to recover from an interruption, and spent an hour a day managing interruptions. Likewise, a 2006 study on programmers at Microsoft showed that 62% of the 186 respondents believe interruptions are a serious problem for their productivity [38]. Researchers have explored programmers’ resumption strategies for interrupted tasks, showing that most programmers’ resumption lag – the time spent mentally preparing to resume a task – lasts more than a minute [49]. As such, prior work has evaluated the utility of visual cues based on file navigation in supporting resumption, finding that programmers generally prefer cues that visualize chronological use [29, 48, 47]. Theories of cognition hypothesize that this resumption lag can be reduced with appropriate planning and rehearsal [1, 58, 63]. Here, we hypothesize that self-sourced programming microtasks have the ancillary benefit of planning and rehearsal, and that this facilitates one’s return to their primary workstation.

In summary, past work has shown that information workers routinely use multiple devices throughout the day, but that some classes of work, including programming, are difficult to perform on mobile devices. Microproductivity and self-sourcing has emerged as a technique to broaden the range of work that can be done when mobile. In this paper, we apply these learnings to the domain of software engineering by building a microproductivity tool that supports programmers’ task continuation and task resumption needs.

PRE-STUDY: CONTEXTUAL INQUIRY

Before designing a system to empower programmers mobility, we need to better understand programmers’ existing mobile work practices and how they complement work practices on primary work devices. We conducted a contextual inquiry [64] to address these questions.

Contextual Inquiry Methods

We recruited 10 software engineers (eight male / two female) at a large software company. Each participant was visited in their personal workspace while they were performing a programming-related task (e.g., prototyping, implementing, or debugging). Each inquiry was conducted by one researcher, and lasted approximately one hour. The researcher took written notes, and interviews were audio recorded. Participants were compensated with $10.00 for their time.

To get insights into opportunities for integration of mobile devices into the programming ecosystem, we designed an interview structure that focused on situations that take individuals out of their workplace and require them to pause their work. The researcher initiated the inquiry by explaining our interest in understanding how they work within their workspace. During the inquiry, each participant was told they would be asked to stop working and briefly chat about their mobile work practices 15 minutes after the inquiry had started. This simulated a planned interruption. Participants were interrupted to chat again 45 minutes after the inquiry had started, but were not given advanced notice of this interruption, simulating an unplanned interruption. In both cases, participants were asked to discuss their mobile work practices and their usage of artifacts around the workstation in the context of these interruptions. Participants were also asked about other scenarios that might unexpectedly take them away from their workspace.

The inquiry was concluded with a 10-minute semi-structured exit interview to better understand existing mobile work practices. Interviews began by asking participants to further discuss practices they described earlier in the inquiry, elaborating on the strengths and shortcomings of these practices in accomplishing work on-the-go. Upon concluding this phase of our study, audio recordings were transcribed. Excerpts were iteratively organized into themes following the practice of open coding and affinity diagramming [39].

Contextual Inquiry Findings

Three key themes emerged: 1) participants often engage in activities outside of their primary workspace to make progress of software development tasks using mobile devices, but they rarely interact with code; 2) their existing practices require better support for continuation of programming tasks; and, 3) because of the difficulties in task continuation across devices, they minimize what they need to resume after both mobile and non-mobile work experiences.

Understanding Mobile Work Practices

Table 1 lists details of the programming-related tasks participants reported currently performing from mobile devices. Other than Email, the two most common task types were Online Research and Thought Capture. Online Research tasks, reported by 6 participants, focus on identifying valuable directions for future programming-related tasks:

“"It’s almost like priming the pump when I start my day, but sometimes it’s like I just don’t know how to do this." (P9)

Examples of online research tasks described by participants include searching for relevant Stack Overflow web pages, reading technical documentation online, and watching technical tutorial videos. Thought Capture tasks, reported by five participants, focus on opportunistically recording ideas. Examples include writing notes in a physical notebook or on their phone. Four participants reported occasionally reviewing code and tracking bug reports while on-the-go, but expressed a strong dislike for “the awful user interface” (P3). Only one participant reported debugging and programming on their phone.

Participants were excited to extend their current mobile work practices with tasks that generally enrich their source code. The most commonly desired tasks identified by four participants were code review and the ability to quickly capture
thoughts that “come at the wrong time” (P5), such as while driving. One participant (P2) wanted to monitor long-running compilation processes, while another (P4) expressed an interest in using design-oriented tools on-the-go. Three participants highlighted debugging and programming as tasks they would “never” want to do on the mobile phone. Most identified poor user experience as the primary barrier behind adopting mobile tasks into their personal mobile work practices.

**Understanding Cross-Device Continuation**
Participants reported challenges with information transfer across devices. Email was used as the primary mechanism for transferring information, typically from their mobile device to their primary workstation:

“I emailed myself a few links last night to get them off my plate. It would’ve been great to have them open automatically when I arrived this morning.” (P7)

Using email as a way to continue work relevant to programming adds extra steps in linking the content back to the primary coding environment. Participants did not report continuing any programming related tasks on their mobile device, primarily because there is no effective functionality for doing so.

**Understanding Task Resumption**
Almost all participants (8) deferred pausing their work until they came to a good break point to minimize the resumption overhead upon return:

“I’m more likely to stop where it’ll take less energy for me to pick back up. Otherwise, it’ll take me longer to connect to the project when I come back.” (P4)

Other participants described similar strategies such as “delaying lunch to continue working on the implementation” (P1) and “leaving work a few hours early because I can’t finish it before the end of the day” (P7).

Though resumption of work after some time had passed is challenging, participants did not appear to leave explicit cues in their environment to help them with resumption. Participants stated they “might jot down a word or two if its extremely important” (P2). Four participants believed nothing they could do would make resumption easier, noting that “resumption sucks, but I don’t think anything can be done to improve it” (P8). The other six were more optimistic. For example, P2 – who currently has no mobile work practice – said:

“If you find something that will help me keep the context alive, I’ll definitely start using my phone this way.” (P2)

From the contextual inquiry we see opportunities for more flexibility in task execution and easier task resumption if users are provided support to continue work in some capability while they are away from their primary workspace. This inspired us to further explore the promise of using mobile devices to complement existing programming practices.

**PRE-STUDY: ONLINE SURVEY**
The programmers in our Contextual Inquiry reported using their mobile devices for some tasks and described practices around task continuation and resumption. We conducted an online survey to understand these themes better and generalize them across a broader range of people.

**Online Survey**
We recruited 78 participants (68 male / seven female / two non-binary) by randomly sampling a company-wide employee list of individuals with job roles that regularly involve programming, including software engineers (70), electrical engineers (3), program managers (2), site reliability engineers (2), and data scientists (1). Participation was voluntary. 71 participants (91%) held at least a college degree, and had three or more years of experience in their current job role. Ownership of a mobile smartphone was the only requirement for participation.

The survey began by asking participants to identify the programming-related tasks that they currently practice while mobile from the task list shown in Table 1, including choices for “Nothing” and “Other.” If participants indicated engagement in any mobile programming tasks, they were also asked to provide additional information about the last time they performed the task while mobile. The survey also asked participants to reflect on a programming project that they had not worked on for longer than a month, and estimate the amount of time they would need to feel prepared enough start making progress. Participants were asked to indicate artifacts they would utilize when resuming the task, and whether they believe the resumption overhead for the task could be reduced with proper tooling. To more concretely understand opportunities for future systems, the survey concluded by asking participants to report the utility of a system that allowed them to perform their desired work practices at their own leisure and seamlessly continue work across their devices. Utility was measured with a subset of questions of the Technology Acceptance Model [14], aimed at measuring perceived usefulness. A copy of the survey questionnaire is included with this publication as supplementary materials.

**Online Survey Findings**
Extending our analysis of the three themes from our contextual inquiry, we find that 1) participants’ existing mobile work practices are mainly exploratory while their desired work practices are more grounded; 2) continuation is primarily facilitated through email by transferring captured thoughts and online research; and 3) resumption of interrupted work is facilitated with their mobile work practices.
Understanding Mobile Work Practices
We find clear separation between the practices that respondents currently employ and those they desire. Consistent with the Contextual Inquiry, the most frequently reported tasks for existing practices were Email (78%), Online Research (50%), and Capturing Thoughts (43%). The other four task types (and “Other”) were all reported far less often, with 20 respondents saying they do no mobile tasks. Existing practices are mainly exploratory tasks that support ideation and planning.

In contrast, participants’ desired work practices are concentrated on actionable tasks that are much more grounded in existing artifacts. The most frequently desired tasks included code review (29%) and bug triage (23%). While the remaining tasks were desired by fewer than 25% of the 78 participants, 19 participants expressed a desire for capturing thoughts on-the-go as a means for enriching existing source code. Collectively, we use exploratory and grounded tasks to describe our participants’ existing and desired mobile work practices. We do not consider email as its primary use was acting as an information channel between devices.

Understanding Cross-Device Continuation
Respondents’ existing practices of Thought Capture and Online Research require effective mechanisms for transferring and synchronizing data to integrate the progress made while mobile back into the primary workspace. As we found in our Contextual Inquiry, email was the most commonly used mechanism for transferring information across devices. In reflecting on a recent experience, 19 of the 43 respondents who reported Capturing Thoughts (44%) indicated they used email to transfer brief notes from their mobile device to their primary workstation. 16 respondents (37%) reported using mainstream task management software (e.g., OneNote, Wunderlist) that facilitate cross-device synchronization. The remaining 8 respondents indicated that they left the information on their phone to revisit later, but did not remember to revisit it.

Similarly, 20 of the 50 respondents who conducted Online Research (40%) indicated that they used email to transfer their researched information (e.g., URLs) to themselves. 16 respondents (32%) said they retained information in their working memory (e.g., “keep it in my brain cache” (P45)). Other less common strategies included creating browser bookmarks, writing notes on paper, and sending the information to someone else. All respondents used online research to address a particular problem on their mind. All but one used a search engine for their research.

Understanding Task Resumption
Respondents reported employing mobile work practices to also counteract the effects of pausing work on their primary workstation. For example, a common theme that emerged from respondents who used email is it acts as a mechanism for maintaining and refreshing context while on-the-go and upon returning to the workstation:

“It keeps me updated with progress and reduces the time to catch up when I return to my desk.” (P34)

Thought capture and performing online research similarly helps maintain context which in turn supports resumption.

Alongside their practices, we find that our participants recognized the amount of time needed to resume programming work. We asked them to estimate the amount of time it would take to resume a programming task that they last accessed: one week ago, two weeks ago, etc., up to more than a month ago. Figure 3 shows the aggregate responses. Across each time interval, participants’ most frequently estimated it would take at least five minutes for them to feel prepared, and even longer for tasks paused for longer than three weeks. To that end, 69 of the 78 participants (88%) said that access to proper tooling could decrease their reported estimated resumption time, highlighting the opportunity to explore systems that help programmers resume their tasks more effectively.

Summary of Findings: Contextual Inquiry & Online Survey
Our two formative studies suggest that programmers leverage mobile devices to make progress on software development tasks, but do not write code on-the-go. Their existing mobile work practices are primarily exploratory, while their desired work practices are grounded in existing code. Email is used as the primary mechanism to continue progress across devices - where captured thoughts and online research elements are transferred from the mobile device to the workstation via email. Programmers prepare for resumption by minimizing what they need to resume and use their mobile work practices to keep context alive while away from their workstation.

MERCURY, A MOBILE PROGRAMMING TOOL
Based on our findings from our formative studies, we designed and built Mercury, a microproductivity system integrated with Visual Studio Code (VSCODE) that automatically generates mobile-friendly, short programming-related tasks, or microtasks [8], to support programmers’ needs and desires for continuation. When a user decides to go mobile, Mercury uses the current state of their files to generate microtasks that can be routed to the user to make meaningful progress in their work while they are away from their workstation. Users access these microtasks from their mobile device using the Mercury mobile app (see Figure 5) and can complete their auto-generated microtasks at their own pace and leisure. Here, we detail Mercury’s architecture and its approach to generating microtasks.
Step 1 of Exploratory Microtasks ask the user to determine the relevance of a web resource for an unimplemented function.

Step 2 of Exploratory Microtasks allow the user to add a brief note to add context to resources they find useful for a function’s implementation.

Step 1 of Grounded Microtasks ask the user to assess the behavior of a function with a particular set of function parameters.

Step 2 of Grounded Microtasks allow the user to add a brief note to add context to a set of function parameters that cause the function to fail.

Figure 4: Mercury’s microtasking interface supports two types of microtasks: (1) Exploratory Microtasks and (2) Grounded Microtasks. For each microtask, the interface shows the function’s name (top-left), the function’s origin file (top-right), the function’s content (editor), and the microtask’s task space (white block).

Mercury’s microtask generation procedure is powered by a custom source code parser that extracts each function’s attributes, including location, name, parameters, body, and, if available, associated documentation. Importantly, the procedure relies on the presence of a function documentation string (docstring) in order to generate microtasks for a particular function. Mercury’s parser was designed to specifically seek out docstrings in the JSDoc format, an industry standard already used by professional developers. We now detail the procedural aspects of generating Mercury’s microtasks in depth.
a set of parameters specifically for this function to serve as a test case. Test cases are randomly selected from a list of common edge-cases, such as empty strings and null object references, per the Function Design Recipe. In the first step of each GM, users are asked to determine if the function will execute correctly with a given set of parameters (see Figure 4c). If the user indicates that the function will fail execution, they proceed to the second step of the task where they are allowed to optionally explain why the test case fails (see Figure 4d). Upon submission, Mercury injects the test-case and the optional explanation into the associated function’s docstring.

Queuing, Sequencing, and Completing Microtasks
After generating microtasks, Mercury dynamically constructs a microtask queue for the user. Mercury’s strategy for ordering microtask queues is based on principles of working memory [2]. While users are actively programming on their workstation, Mercury maintains a ranked list of functions ordered by the amount of time since being edited or seen for more than 10 seconds. When transitioning to a mobile device, Mercury uses this information to route a microtask associated with the function the user was most recently working on. Beyond the first task, Mercury uses a standard round-robin algorithm to distribute attention across the functions found in the user’s workspace. Importantly, Mercury allows users complete their queued microtasks at their own pace and does not require users to exhaust their queue before returning to the workstation.

System Architecture
Mercury is composed of two primary sub-systems: 1) a MeteorJS web application that manages all web requests, serves the front-end mobile experience, and handles information synchronization between web clients and a Mongo NoSQL database; and 2) a VSCode plugin that converts the VSCode workspace into a web client that shares workspace state with the server.

Data and Synchronization Model
Mercury’s data model is file-centric and based on the principles of file-based cloud storage. Upon starting VSCode, the plugin will authenticate with the user and immediately synchronize the editor’s workspace files and directories with the server. Through the plugin, changes in the VSCode editor are immediately propagated and synchronized to the server and to Mercury. Similarly, any change made through Mercury’s task interface will be propagated to the server and to VSCode. Alongside files, Mercury stores and synchronizes the user’s mobile tasks, their state (i.e., whether or not they are at their workstation), and any interaction they have with the system.

USER STUDY: METHODS
Following established practices for evaluating cross-device systems [6] and tools to support software engineering [32], we designed and conducted a “first-use” study [20] to understand Mercury’s successes and shortcomings as a tool for supporting programmers’ mobile work practices.

Experimental Design
We conducted a lab study that was inspired by recent research that found developers regularly experience unplanned “short breaks” throughout their workday [40]. Specifically, these types of breaks can last upward of 15 minutes, and often yield scenarios in which individuals are forced to spend time away from their workstation. To better allow our lab study to speak to Mercury’s practical utility, we adopted the temporal and unexpected nature of these breaks to frame our study design. The study required participants to work on a predefined programming task on a workstation, leave the workspace for 30 minutes with a mobile device and then return to the workstation to complete the task. The study lasted approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes and was split into three 30-minute phases:

Phase I: Starting the Task
After reading the task instructions, participants were told to work toward the implementation of the study’s programming task for the next 30 minutes, and were told they would be given a mobile device to use “a new mobile experience for programmers” while they were away from the workstation. Participants worked uninterrupted during this 30-minute phase.

Phase II: Going Mobile with Mercury
After 30 minutes participants were interrupted and told that they would now need to leave the room. They were given
a Samsung S8 smartphone that had access to Mercury and was configured with their participant identifier to ensure synchronization. At the time of interruption one researcher administratively triggered Mercury’s task generation function to simulate a seamless transition between devices. Participants were instructed to use Mercury’s mobile experience during the next 30 minutes from the building’s atrium and asked to return to the study room to continue their implementation after the the 30 minutes had passed.

Phase III: Returning to the Task
Upon returning to the study room, participants were told to place the smartphone face-down on their desk and continue working toward the implementation of the study’s programming task. After 15 minutes of continued work, they were told that the task was over; only one participant (P35) finished the task in this time. Participants were then given a post-study questionnaire and told that we would follow up within 24 hours to conduct a semi-structured post-study interview.

Programming Task
Participants were asked to complete a HTML5/CSS/JavaScript implementation of an enhanced version of Tetris that introduced portals, following prior research that has used classic arcade games as an implementation task in studies [47]. In this version, an entry portal and a corresponding exit portal automatically spawn on the Tetris game grid. When a game piece is adjacent to the entry portal, the piece’s next move should transfer the adjacent pieces to the exit portal’s location.

As the study task, participants were given four functions to implement in the Tetris codebase, three of which focused on portal validation and one of which focused on locating portals on the grid. All four function implementations were blank at the start of the study. If all four functions were correctly implemented, both portals would function correctly. To facilitate Mercury’s integration with the codebase, all functions in the source code were documented with the JSDoc standard. Pilots of our study confirmed that the task was challenging, yet feasible. Participants were given five minutes to read through the task instructions before being allowed to begin the task.

Mercury was configured to create five microtasks for each of the task’s four functions, totaling in a queue of 20 microtasks for each participant. The type of microtasks generated for each function were contingent on its “completeness”. We used the number of lines in a function’s body at the time of going mobile as a proxy. Grounded microtasks were created for functions whose body included more than five lines of code. Otherwise, Mercury recognized the function as incomplete, and would create exploratory microtasks for the function.

Data Collection
We collected the following data as a part of the study:

Pre-Study Questionnaire
We inquired about participants’ gender, job role, and experience. We also inquired about the practices from Table 1.

Instrumentation Data
We tracked participants’ actions with screen capture software, and by logging low-level events within Mercury.

Post-Study Questionnaire
Before concluding the study, we administered a questionnaire that included three validated instruments: 1) the System Usability Scale (SUS) [5] to measure Mercury’s usability, 2) a 5-point reattachment questionnaire for measuring participants’ ability to mentally reengage with the task [52], and 3) a 5-point PANAS-inspired scale to measure how productive, engaged, and relaxed the participant felt while they were away [62, 63].

Post-Study Interview
We conducted a 20-minute semi-structured post-study interview with each participant. The interview began by asking participants about the experience in general alongside the utility of each microtask, and transitioned into Mercury’s effect on participants’ ability to return to the task. Interviews concluded by inquiring about Mercury’s practical utility.

Participants
20 participants (18 male / two female) were recruited by randomly sampling the same company-wide employee list of individuals with programming job roles used in both the Contextual Inquiry and the Online Survey. Job roles of those recruited include software engineer (18) and software engineering intern (2). Participants’ ages included 18-24 (3), 25-34 (7), 35-44 (9), 45-55 (1), and participants’ years of experience included 3-5 years (4), 5-10 years (6), and 10 or more years (10). Participants were compensated with a $50 gift card.

USER STUDY: FINDINGS
Overall, our user study results highlight how Mercury enhances mobile programming experiences. Participants found value in Mercury’s interface and were able to make meaningful progress with little effort or attention. Mercury supported continuation of tasks across devices with seamless transfer of task progress, and interacting with Mercury’s microtasks enabled participants to easily resume coding upon returning to their workstation. The utility of Mercury’s tasks understandably varied between individual’s and their unique contexts. We discuss themes from our user study and evaluation below.

Supporting Mobile Work Practices
Most participants (17 out of 20) enjoyed Mercury’s microproductivity-inspired task design as it required “little attention to make progress” (P9). Participants’ post-study questionnaire responses indicate that the experience allowed them to feel productive (M=3.8; SD=0.9), engaged (M=3.8; SD=0.7), and relaxed (M=4.1; SD=0.9) while mobile. The positive reception is also supported by Mercury’s favorable SUS scores (M=77.5; IQR=11.8). Only two participants voiced complaints related to device constraints, stating that “the device made it difficult to read code” (P18) and that “the experience suffered from the same pitfalls as any mobile development environment” (P16). On average, participants used Mercury to complete 17 microtasks during the study. The average time per microtask was 74 seconds. No significant difference was observed between Mercury’s microtask types.

Exploratory and Grounded Microtasks
The exploratory (EMs) and grounded (GMs) microtasks received positive feedback from participants, with four participants finding both to be useful, six participants liking GMs
When Mercury Would Be Used
After using Mercury, participants had no shortage of imagining how the system could fit into their daily work practice:

“With Mercury, I can step away from the terminal and take a break, have a coffee, go outside. I’m not tethered to the desk as much as I would be, and I can still accomplish meaningful work.” (P4)

Participants voiced excitement in using Mercury to continue their work “when you want to productive” (P14), “when you don’t really need to pay attention” (P12), and “when you have nothing better to do” (P2). 18 participants noted commutes in public transport as a key setting for continuing work:

“I’ve got 45 minutes to kill on the bus each way between home and work. If I’m still thinking about some work, the end of the workday would be great if I can eke out some additional productivity on the way home.” (P16)

Discussed by 16 participants, the second most common settings cited were brief moments that involve waiting in the workplace, such as waiting for a meeting to start, waiting in line to order lunch, and even bathroom breaks. Similarly, settings that involve waiting outside of work, such as doctors’ offices, were also mentioned by participants.

Participants had mixed feelings about how Mercury might affect their work-life balance. Six expressed an interest in using Mercury as a means for capturing lingering thoughts that stem from their workday:

“Sometimes, you come home, and you’re still attached to work. Your kids (are) trying to play with you. If Mercury is easy enough to capture a thought to let me give my kids the attention they need, I’d be excited to use it then.” (P12)

The other five bolstered the need to simply capture a quick thought as a result of the right thought coming at the wrong time (e.g., “while I’m brushing my teeth” (P11)). Conversely, three participants voiced a concern of “working 24/7.” (P1). We expand on this theme later, in the Discussion section.

Supporting Cross-Device Continuation
All 20 participants liked being able to continue their work while away from the study’s workstation, and, in particular, appreciated how Mercury helped them transfer information:

“Getting information between devices is usually the problem. Mercury kind-of helps this by handling the synchronization.” (P16)

Participants liked having mobile access to code that had recently been written on the desktop and being able to synchronize information across devices without having to remember to do particular actions (e.g., a repository commit).

Mercury’s guided nature was a thematic point of discussion for each participant. Five participants expressed satisfaction with the guided aspect of Mercury’s mobile experience:

“It was nice because I felt like it was intuitively looking for things I probably would’ve looked for anyway.” (P20)

Other comments in support of a fully autonomous process described Mercury’s process as one that “was nice to supply
guideposts”, “required little input” (P16), “gamified because you didn’t know what was coming next” (P15).

Participants expressed appreciation for Mercury’s guided nature and ready-made, on-the-go tasks, and provided recommendations for how these could be improved with personalization:

“There’d be times when I want the system to autopilot me. Other times, I’m a control freak, and I want to be able to say, ‘Now is the time I do this’.” (P4)

They suggested thematic pathways that would make the mobile experience more useful for them both during the study and in practice, such as the ability to tell Mercury which function to focus on while mobile, the ability to “mark a function to view directly on Mercury” (P17), and support for task navigation (e.g., skipping and revisiting). Overall, participants found it easy to envision how Mercury could be a part of their usual work routine, and were excited to offer feedback that could help shape the system further.

Supporting Task Resumption
Reattachment questionnaire reports suggest Mercury positively affected participants’ resumption processes (mean = 15.5; IQR = 3.4). 16 participants offered positive accounts of how Mercury helped them resume the Tetris task when they returned to the study workstation. When participants recounted their experience with Mercury in the post-study interview they said the experience “helped keep things available” (P9), “kept your mental process warm” (P14), and “felt like it greased my mind’s wheels” (P11). In discussing how participants imagined the system’s ability to help with resumption in unexpected scenarios, 11 participants highlighted that it would add comfort if participants needed to leave unexpectedly:

“Mercury would make me feel more comfortable if I need to walk away momentarily and come back. It would help bring down the ramp-up time time when I get back to my workstation, and I can just go and code right away.” (P12)

Five participants specifically stated their resumption with the Tetris task was facilitated not only by being able to continue the work on-the-go, but knowing the first step they would take when they returned to the study workstation. These statements were corroborated by their screen recordings in which we observed each participant referencing a source-code change made by Mercury upon their return and subsequently acting on it (e.g., copy-and-pasting a resource URL into their browser).

DISCUSSION
Our study provides insight into understanding the role of mobile programming tools in practice. Prior research targets how mobile programming can be enhanced with novel touch-based interfaces for the cumbersome nature of text entry on mobile devices [56, 57], and cross-device techniques for supporting programmers across multiple mobile devices while stationary [22]. Here, we find that a mobile work experience designed around microproduction can not only help programmers continue their work on-the-go, but also instill comfort in pausing work unexpectedly. We also see that programmers feel like they can make meaningful progress in their work with Mercury’s microtasking experience in scenarios ranging from brief moments of downtime to the daily commute. Further, we observe that engaging with programming-related tasks via Mercury spurs users’ ability to resume their work.

Mercury’s microtask designs were driven by the mobile tasking needs and desires observed in our formative studies. An ideal microtask is contextually self-contained, requires little effort to complete, and helps people make progress [23], and Mercury’s microtasks were designed with these principles in mind. However, we find the utility of Mercury’s microtasks is firmly grounded in the programmer’s work context. For example, a small number of users expressed a desire for design-oriented microtasks. While we explored only two types of microtasks in our exploration of microtasked programming, a framework like Mercury allows us to design and test different experiences, providing an important first step toward empowering programmers’ with microproduction in the wild.

Our research suggests that Mercury helped kindle participants’ resumption processes. In our user study, we find that giving our participants the ability to mobilize their work on-demand helps them feel “not as tethered to the desk as much as they would be” (P4). Understanding how programmers’ behavior changes with this newfound comfort in moving away from their workstation is an important direction of future work. Similarly, the findings from our user study establish a frontier of future research aimed at exploring the intersection of prior and current interventions (e.g., visual cues [47, 49] for cross-device experiences) in support of programmers’ productivity.

Unlike our assessment of Mercury, the majority of microtask programming research has been studied in the context of teams of “transient” developers [36, 35]. Several participants in our user study noted Mercury’s potential value in team settings, while others were unsure of its ecological utility for teams with diverse information needs [31]. Exploring how social experiences and larger codebases change the utility of Mercury’s mobile experience is a key direction of future research.

By enabling programmers to work from their mobile devices during free micromoments, Mercury has the potential to blur the lines between work and non-work time. More than half of our user study’s participants expressed an interest in using Mercury outside of the workplace. While the overarching goal of our work is to empower programmers’ mobile work practices, we recognize the threat that a mobile microproduction system like Mercury may pose on encroaching into individuals’ downtime. However, we also see how participants were able to interleave Mercury tasks with other activities. As one participant notes:

“When I was downstairs in the atrium, I actually felt like was still making progress even though I wasn’t really paying attention.” (P12)

An important area of future work should focus on how to design software tools for task continuation support that also account for programmers’ need to disconnect from work [63].

Limitations
While our study provides insight into cross-device programming support, there are a number of limitations that require further study. Mercury’s user study was conducted in a lab setting. Prior research reinforces lab studies as valuable approaches to study novel systems, specifically those have cross-
device components that may be challenging to reliably study in-the-wild [6]. While our lab study’s design was strongly grounded in observations made in the field, further studies are needed to claim that the same observations may be seen in-the-wild or consistently over time.

Our study’s evaluation of Mercury was focused on understanding the success and challenges of using a microtask programming solution for on-the-go programming. Our evaluation does not compare microproductivity tools to non-microproductivity tools for on-the-go work (e.g., CodeBeat1), and we make no claim about how the effectiveness of these tools may differ. However, we recognize this as a valuable area of future research both for Mercury and future programming tools that incorporate elements of microproductivity.

Finally, our study’s population consisted primarily of professional and experienced software engineers at a large technology corporation. Mercury may provide different experiences for individuals that program less frequently in their job roles or work at smaller companies. Mercury’s mobile experience also relies on the presence of function documentation. We recognize that documentation practices may vary among professionals and that self-documenting code is not only common, but often promoted [53]. Future research is needed to understand how Mercury can be adapted to scenarios where documentation is significantly limited or unavailable entirely.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented Mercury, a system that guides programmers in making progress on-the-go with auto-generated microtasks based on their source code’s current state. We detailed how the findings from our two studies – contextual inquiry and online survey – motivated Mercury’s design as a microtasking system for on-the-go programming work. In studying Mercury with 20 full-time programmers, we found that mobile work experiences designed around microproductivity can help programmers continue their work on-the-go and instill comfort in pausing work unexpectedly, all the while making meaningful progress on their work tasks. Mercury’s success serves as a first step in a family of future software engineering tools that allow programmers to make progress on their work away from their primary workstation.
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